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(1.) In the following questions, four words are given in each question, out of which only one
word is wrongly spelt. Find the correctly spelt word.

(1.) aquarim (2.) acquariam (3.) aquarium (4.) acquerium
(2.) In the following questions, four words are given in each question, out of which only one

word is wrongly spelt. Find the wrongly spelt word.
(1.) beleive (2.) perceive (3.) receive (4.) deceive

Directions (3-4): A sentence has been given in Active/Passive Voice.
Out of the four alternatives suggested below, select the one which best expresses
the same sentence in Passive/ Active Voice

(3.) He was congratulated by his teacher on his brilliant success in the recent examination.
(1.) His teacher congratulated him on his brilliant success in the recent examination.
(2.) His teacher congratulated him for his success in the examination.
(3.) His teacher congratulated him on his success.
(4.) His teacher congratulated him.

(4.) Who gave you permission to enter?
(1.) By whom were you given permission to enter?
(2.) By whom was you given permission to enter?
(3.) By whom you were given permission to enter?
(4.) By whom given you permission to enter?

(5.) In the following questions, out of the four alternatives, choose the one which best expresses
the meaning of the given word.

AFFLUENT
(1.) high (2.) rich (3.) rare (4.) fluent

(6.) In the following questions, choose the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word
given in Bold in each of the following questions:

RATIFICATION
(1.) disapproval (2.) disagreeable (3.) denial (4.) disturbing

Directions (7 to 10): In the following questions, some parts of the sentences have errors and
some are correct. Find out which part of a sentence has an error. The number of that part
is the answer. If a sentence is free from error, your answer is No error.

(7.) These days, job opportunities are not as better (1.)/ as they used to be (2.)/ in the early
70’s. (3.)/ No Error (4.)

Instructions:
(i)  (ARRSI, APSPRSI, AR
Constable, APSP Constable)
(ii) (1), (2), (3)
(4)OMR


ROLL NUMBER
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(8.) On many occasions (1.)/ we did helped the poor (2.)/ people by way of giving them food
to eat And clothes to put on. (3.)/ No error (4.)

(9.) Unless it is accepted to both the parties, an (1.)/ arbitrator would be of no (2.)/ use to
settle this dispute. (3.)/ No error (4.)

(10.)Although the manager was keen on getting the work (1.)/ done through Sudhir yesterday,
(2.)/ He tries to avoid it (3.)/ No error (4.)

Directions (11-12): In the following questions, a sentence has been given in Direct/Indirect
Speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one which best expresses the
same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech.

(11.)He said, “Ravi, why are you sounding so depressed today?”
(1.) He asked Ravi why did he sound so depressed that day.
(2.) He asked Ravi why he was sounding so depressed that day.
(3.) He told Ravi why he sounded so depressed today.
(4.) He asked Ravi that why was he sounding so depressed that day.

(12.)He asked me, “What time will the sun set tomorrow?”
(1.) He asked me what time does the sun set the next day.
(2.) He asked me what time the sun would set tomorrow.
(3.) He asked me what time the sun would set the next day.
(4.) He asked me what time would the sun set the next day.

Directions (13-14): Fill in the blanks with suitable given sentences.
(13.)Each school has its own set of rules ......all good pupils should follow them.

(1.) but (2.) or (3.) so (4.) and
(14.) On my return from a long holiday, I had to ......with a lot of work.

(1.) catch on (2.) catch up (3.) make up (4.) take up
Directions (15-16): In these questions, out of the four alternatives, choose the one Which best

expresses the meaning of the word given in bold.
(15.)to get one’s own back

(1.) to get one’s revenge (2.) to get control over someone
(3.) to get one’s position back (4.) to get hold of someone

(16.)to steer clear of
(1.) drive carefully (2.) avoid (3.) explain clearly (4.) escape

Directions (17-18): In these questions, out of the four alternatives choose the one which can
be substituted for the given words/sentence.

(17.)A person who opposes war or use of military force
(1.) fascist (2.) pacifist (3.) narcissist (4.) fatalist

(18.)To cut something into two pieces.
(1.) severe (2.) sever (3.) sewer (4.) sow

Directions (19-20): Choose the correct form of verb for the given sentence.
(19.)She will ___________ (get) you a new pair of jeans on your birthday.

(1.) got (2.) gotten (3.) get (4.) getting
(20.)___________ (drink) milk is good for health.
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(1.) Drunk (2.) Drinks (3.) Drank (4.) Drinking

Directions (21-22): Fill the blanks with suitable prepositions.
(21.)Do not take any notice_____ him.

(1.) about (2.) on (3.) of (4.) in
(22.)I never listen_____ the radio.

(1.) to (2.) of (3.) about (4.) in
Directions (23-25): The passage is split into four parts and named P, Q, R and S. These four

Parts are not given in their proper order. Read the sentences and find out which of the
four Combinations Is correct.

(23.)(P) to the total cost of the product (Q) in reasonable proportion (R) advertising costs (S)
are no longer

(1.) RSQP (2.) RPQS (3.) RQSP (4.) PSRQ
(24.)(P) the floor should (Q) be curtained to stop echoing (R) be carpeted (S) and the walls

should
(1.) PRSQ (2.) PQSR (3.) PSRQ (4.) PSQR

(25.)(P) when engaged against the enemy (Q) the captain who was himself a brave man (R)
never to lose heart (S) advised the soldiers

(1.) SQRP (2.) QSRP (3.) QPSR (4.) PQSR
Directions (26-30): In these questions, you have two brief passages with five questions

following each passage. Read the passages carefully and choose the best answer to
each question out of the four alternatives.All art is, in an important sense, an escape.
There is a sense in which the capacity to escape from his Present experience, to use his
accumulated consciousness of the past to project a vision of the future, is man’s greatest
and distinguishing ability. We must not forget the force of Aristotle’s argument that
poetry is valuable precisely because it shows men not simply as they are, but as they
ought to be or (in terms more sympathetic to us today) as they are capable of becoming.

(26.)According to the author, all art is
(1.) a reflection of life. (2.) art
(3.) an escape (4.) an important sense.

(27.)The author believes that man’s greatest and distinguishing ability is
(1.) his ability to project the future
(2.) his capacity to escape from his present experience
(3.) his consciousness of the past (4.) None of the above.

(28.) Aristotle argues that poetry is
(1.) valuable (2.) an escape (3.) an art (4.) All of the above

(29.)Accordingly to the author _______ enables him to project a vision of the future
(1.) man’s present experience (2.) man’s accumulated consciousness of the past
(3.) man’s sympathetic nature (4.) None of the above.

(30.)Aristotle’s argument supports the view that poetry shows
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(1.) men not simply as they are (2.) what men ought to be
(3.) what men are capable of becoming (4.) All of the above.

  Solve    

1 3 1 1
7 5 1

2 4 2 4 0.6
1 1 1

3 ? 1 3
2 5 2

 
 

 

(1.)
1

4
3

(2.)
1

4
2

(3.)
2

4
3

(4.) None of these

(32.)   Solve  
3 1 1 1

5 2 0.5
4 2 6 7

            
     

(1.)
19

1
84

(2.)
61

2
84

(3.)
23

2
84

(4.)
47

2
84
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 hourshourshours  hourshourshours
 hourshourshours  hours,hourshours
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  2

3
  AB

AB
AA

       
 

 030  045 


 minsec  minsec
 minsec  minsec

 The value of    

1 1
35.7 3 2

1 1
3 2

3 2

    
    

       
     
    

       

 The expression    
3 5 7 17 19

.....
4 36 144 5184 8100
      is equal to

       
 PQ;R

a.ma.mP


 a.m.  noon  a.m.  p.m.
 mm


 m/s  m/s  m/s  m/s

 AB A
B AB 
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 Rs. million  Rs.million
 Rs.million  Rs.million

 


1
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1
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3

7


1

2


1

11


1

6

  
11

25
 


 ft  ft  ft  ft

  4 8 
 It is halved.  It doubles.  it triples.  It quadruples.

 R 
H

H = 2R H = 3R H = 3 R  H =
2

3
R

 cm



1

10
2
cm 

3
11

7
cm 

6
12

7
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 II.I.


 I.II.
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(i.) ‘A $ B’ ‘A’‘B’
(ii.) ‘A # B’‘A’‘B’
(iii.) ‘A @ B’‘A’‘B’
(iv.) ‘A%B’‘A’‘B’
‘H’‘R’ 
 H $ D @ F# R  R % D @ F $ H
 R$D @F# H  H% D @ F $ R

 ’books are old’, ‘man is old’‘buy good
books’  ‘are’ 
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 ‘po ki top ma’‘Usha is playing cards’ ‘kop ja ki ma’ ‘Asha is

playing tennis’,‘ki top sop ho’  ‘they are playing football’
‘po sur kop’ ‘cards and tennis’.‘Asha’

 ja  ma  kop  top
 ZEBRACOBRA

       
 



       

 P
QP
Q

      
 

              


       
 

       None
 

A, B, C, D, E FFCE
BDAF



 A  B  D  E

 
‘A + B’ AB
‘A - B’AB
‘A  X B’ AB
‘P  X Q + R’
 RP  RP
 RP  RP
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Directions





 
       

 
       

 




Touch: Feel: : Greet :
Smile  Manners  Acknowledge  Success

 



       

 X)

       
 

     

       
           

   
(69.)  2, 3, 10, 29, 66, ?

(1.) 89 (2.) 99 (3.) 127 (4.) 130
(70.) CFI, IKM, OPQ, __?__

(1.) UUU (2.) UST (3.) VUS (4.) TUV
(71.) 1438, 1429, 1417, 1402,?
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(1.) 1378 (2.) 1384 (3.) 1387 (4.) 1392
(72.) bab - b - b - - abb

(1.) a b b a (2.) b b b a (3.) a b a b (4.) b a b b
(73.) 25, 50, 30, 45, 35, 40,?

(1.) 30 (2.) 35 (3.) 40 (4.) 45
(74.) AGMSY, CIOUA, EKQWC, ? , IOUAG, KQWCI

(1.) GMSYE (2.) FMSYE (3.) GNSYD (4.) FMYES
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       %&%

SMART
(1.) Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsible, Transparent
(2.) Special, Mobile, Accountable, Responsible, Transparent
(3.) Sure, Mobile, Accountable, Responsible, Transparent
(4.) 
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 Delivering difference, promoting understanding
 Delivering a commonwealth of freedom
 Delivering Commonwealth Neighborhood-working together and Transforming
 Delivering a common future: Connecting, Innovating, Transforming
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SPACE FOR ROUGH


